SoftWall Enclosures & Partition Systems and Custom Fabric Solutions

SoftWall Enclosures
Stationary Enclosures
Modular and custom built enclosures
ideal for work stations, grinding booths,
assembly areas, and blackout
inspection booths.

Retractable Enclosures
Accordion-style enclosures
that retract to a fraction of
their extended size to free up
valuable floor space. Ideal
when beam cranes require
unobstructed overhead space.

Cleanrooms & Clean Tunnels
From “cleaner” rooms to “spec’d” clean
room classifications, create positive
air pressure environments with these
enclosures. Ideal for paint rooms,
packaging booths, assembly stations,
transfer tunnels, and integrating
controlled processes.

SoftWall Partition Systems
Floor to ceiling partitions to divide an
entire facility, enclose temperaturesensitive environments, separate
shipping/receiving from manufacturing,
section off different product categories
or work process, or temporarily subdivide
and sublet a facility.
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Curtains & Strip Curtains

SoftWall Noise Control

Retractable Curtains

Noise Enclosures
Intermittently
enclose or section
off areas in your
facility to create
welding areas,
wash bay areas,
spray booths,
and more.

SoftWall
enclosures to
reduce noise by
segregating noisy
operations and
enclosing noisy
machinery &
compressors.

Suspended Hoods
Suspended
“curtains” to
contain and control
truck exhaust,
dust, fumes, and
other airborne
particles.

Clearflex Strip Solutions
Overlapping strips
control temperature,
welding flash, dust
& fumes, and noise
while allowing
for easy access
for people and
equipment.

Outdoor Curtains
Curtain systems to
extend or enclose
outdoor storage
areas and exterior
equipment &
machinery.
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Noise Partitions
SoftWall partitions
to reduce noise
by isolating
noisy operations
or equipment,
dividing an entire
facility, and
creating in-plant
quiet areas.

Noise Panels & Baffles
Reduce noise by
attaching fabric
panels to existing
fencing, walls, and
mezzanines and by
hanging acoustical
baffles from
the ceiling.

Fabric Air Ducts
Versatile fabric
ducting for air
makeup, air
distribution, and
temperature &
humidity control.
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